CHILD OF THOMAS AND MARY TAPLEY
1551A MARY JANE TAPLEY (1833 - 1913)

Mary Jane TAPLEY was born at Rotterdam in Holland, being baptised there on 22 June 1833. Her father was Thomas TAPLEY (1789-1856), of Rotterdam, and her mother was Mary TAPLEY, nee MORFORD (1791-1867).

Mary Jane was only 5 years of age when the family emigrated to South Australia from London on the ship RAJASTHAN, arriving on 16 November 1838, settling at what became known as Tapley's Hill in early 1839.

In 1841, Mary Jane, was aged 7 years, at the time of the Census was taken, but was listed as under 7 years, living in District B.

Mary Jane grew up at Tapley's Hill.
She married at the age of 19 years, to John Frederick (Johann Friedrich) SCHRAMM, aged 28 years, a merchant of Rundle Street, Adelaide. The marriage took place on 18 August 1852 at Christ Church (Anglican) Chapel, O'Halloran Hill, and was conducted by the Revd John Whitelaw SCHOALES. Witnesses to this marriage were Thomas TAPLEY and Margaret Ann TAPLEY.

They were to have 5 children of their marriage between 1857 and 1865 as follows:

1551A1 Alfred SCHRAMM, Born at Unley, South Australia on 30 April 1857.
1551A2 Marie Luise SCHRAMM, born on 20 March 1859, in South Australia, at the Bay Road in Adelaide.
1551A3 John Frederick SCHRAMM, born 3 December 1860, at Kapunda.
1551A4 Alice Jane SCHRAMM, born 31 May 1863 at Kapunda, but died also 1863, an infant.
1551A5 Emilie SCHRAMM, born 26 April 1865 at Kapunda, South Australia.
1551A6 Carl Herman SCHRAMM, born 11 March 1871 at Kapunda, South Australia.

Mary Jane and her husband had moved to Kapunda in 1860, where her husband was established as a Wheat Buyer with a store on South Terrace, Kapunda.

About 1880 the family moved to Carrieton, South Australia where her husband John was still a Wheat Buyer.

By 1885, they were back in the Adelaide Metropolitan area, possibly because of her husband's deteriorating health, as he had contracted Cancer of the Stomach. He died at their daughter's home at New Parkside, south Australia on 11 September 1885.

Her youngest son, Carl died at Orroroo, South Australia on 28 January 1890 at the age of 19 years.

Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY subsequently died at the age of 80 years, in Adelaide, on 5 November 1913.

Both Mary Jane and her husband, John Frederick, are buried in the West Terrace Cemetery, Adelaide.
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3. SA Archives- 1841 Census.
4. Marriage Certificate of Mary Jane TAPLEY
5. Birth Certificate of Alfred SCHRAMM - BDM Ref 11/46
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10. BDM Ref- 93/455
11. Memories of Kapunda, page 46
12. Death Certificate of John Frederick SCHRAMM.
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MARY JANE TAPLEY -REFERENCES

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE
1852 Marriages in Christ Church O'Halloran Hill, SA
When Married....... August 18th, 1852
Where Married....... Christ Church, O'Halloran Hill
Names............... John Frederick SCHRAMM Mary Jane TAPLEY
Ages............... 28 years 19 years
Rank............... Merchant ---
Signature.......... John Frederick SCHRAMM Mary Jane TAPLEY
Description........ Bachelor, Rundle St, Spinster
                   Adelaide Tapley's Hill
Clergyman.......... John Whitelaw SCHOALES
When Registered..... 18 August 1852
Sig of Officiating Minister.. John W. SCHOALES
Witnesses.......... Thos TAPLEY Mary Ann TAPLEY

SPOUSE OF MARY JANE TAPLEY

JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM (1822 - 1885)

Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM, was born in Germany in 1822. 1 Nothing is known of his childhood and early life. He emigrated to South Australia in 1850 on the Ship ALFRED, and became a Merchant in Rundle Street, Adelaide where he was established by 1852, and known more generally as John Frederick SCHRAMM.

It was while he was here that he married at the age of 28 Years, on 18 August 1852, to Mary Jane TAPLEY, aged 19 years of Tapley's Hill. The marriage took place in Christ Church (Anglican), O'Halloran Hill, SA, in a ceremony conducted by Revd. John W. SCHOALES. Thomas TAPLEY and Margaret Ann TAPLEY were witnesses. 2

They had 5 Children of their Marriage-

1. Alfred SCHRAMM born 30 April 1857 at Unley.
2. Marie Luise SCHRAMM, born 20 March 1859 at the Bay Road.
3. John Frederick SCHRAMM, born 3 December 1860 at Kapunda.
4. Alice Jane SCHRAMM, born 31 May 1863 at Kapunda, but died a short time later.
5. Emilie SCHRAMM, Born 26 April 1865 at Kapunda.
6. Carl Herman SCHRAMM, born 11 March 1871, Kapunda. 3

By this time, John was well established as a Wheat Buyer at Kapunda where he had an established a business on South Terrace, Kapunda. 4
John was also interested in Civic affairs, and became a Town Councillor for the East Ward in Kapunda for several years. He also held the position of Town Auditor during his time in Kapunda.  

About 1880 the family moved north to Carrieton, where he established his Wheat Buying agency. While here he maintained an interest in public affairs and was appointed as a Justice of the Peace.  

John contracted Cancer of the Stomach, and they moved back to Adelaide and were living with their daughter at New Parkside when on 11 September 1885, he died in his 63rd year.  

REFERENCES  
1. Notable South Australians, by G.E. LOYAU, p 279  
2. Marriage Certificate of John Frederick SCHRAMM.  
3. See references under Mary Jane TAPLEY.  
4. Notable South Australians, and Memories of KAPUNDA 46  
5. Notable South Australians.  

GRAVESTONE INSCRIPTION  
West Terrace Cemetery-  
General Section- Road 5 North, Path 31  
SCHRAMM  
John Frederick d. 11-9- 1885, age 61.  
Mary Jane d. 5-11-1913, Age 80 (W.o.a.)  

DEATH CERTIFICATE OF JOHN FREDERICK SCHRAMM  
1885 District of Norwood.  
When died........ 11 September 1885  
Name............. John Frederick SCHRAMM  
Sex & Age......... Male 62 Years  
Rank or Profession.. Gentleman  
Usual Residence..... New Parkside  
Cause of Death...... Cancer of Stomach  
Place of death...... Wattle Street, New Parkside  
Informant.......... Peter GANNONI, Undertaker, Kensington  
Asst. Registrar..... Josiah WITCOMBE  
Registered.......... 17 September 1885  
REGISTRAR.......... Geo W. GOODEN  


NOTABLE SOUTH AUSTRALIANS, By G. E. LOYAU- 1885

Page 279- J.F. SCHRAMM, J.P.

An old and well-respected resident of Kapunda, in which town he carried on an extensive business for a number of years. He took an active interest in all public matters, and for a time represented the East Ward in the Town Council, and also held the position of Town Auditor. Subsequently, with his family, Mr Schramm removed to Carrieton, where his interest in public affairs was still maintained, and here, as at Kapunda, he soon won the esteem of all who knew him, and his name was added to the Commission of Peace. Mr Schramm was a native of Germany, where he was born in 1922. His death occurred at his daughter's residence, New Parkside, near Adelaide, on September 11, 1885 in his sixty-third year.

***********************************************************************

MEMORIES OF KAPUNDA-
J.F. SCHRAMM (Wheat Buyer) (1871-1879)
page46- ".... Schramm and Charles Harris, Hardware..."
....Mr Schramm was a wheat buyer with a large store, contiguous to our home (J. D. RENNER)."
Note: J. D. Renner was the son of Dr. RENNER whose house was on South Terrace and is still a Doctors Residence & Surgery.
Page 50-
".... Schramms. Alf and Fred went on from school to aid their father in business, with which was associated a large wheat store contiguous to my home. In after year, Alfred was a brewer about Adelaide. Taking on the making of soap, he had the bad luck to be burnt out, and so lost his business. Fred went to the West. He is the Secretary of the Racing Cub at Perth." J.D.Renner - Note- This was written in about 1926, by J. D. Renner, referring to his childhood years in Kapunda between 1871-1879.

***********************************************************************

BIOGRAPHICAL INDEX OF SOUTH AUSTRALIANS
Page 1445-
SCHRAMM, John Fredk
b. c1823 Germany
d. 11.9.1885 Parkside S. A.  bd. WTC
arr. 1850 ALFRED
occ. Merchant, Newspaper Proprietor
Res. Adelaide, Kapunda rel C/E
m. 18.8.1852 O'Halloran Hill, SA
Mary Jane nee TAPLEY
par. Thomas and Mary nee MORFORD
b. 22.6.1833 Rotterdam Holland
d. 5. 11. 1913
Ch. Alfred (1857 -
Marie Luise BRICE (1859 -
John Frederick (1860-
Alice Jane (1863-1863)
Emilie McKITTRICK (1865 -1927)

***********************************************************************
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A1 ALFRED SCHRAMM (1857-1925)

Alfred SCHRAMM was born at Unley, South Australia on the 30 April 1857, and was the first child of Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822-1885) a merchant of Unley, and Mary Jane SCHRAMM, Nee TAPLEY (1833-1913). His birth was registered by his Aunt, Elizabeth SHARP(E), on 4 June 1857.¹

Alfred did his schooling mainly at Kapunda, South Australia where his father had moved as a Wheat Buyer. A particular friend he had at Kapunda was J.D. RENNER, the son of Dr Renner, who lived nearby.²

When he left school, he joined his father in the Wheat Merchant trade, first at Kapunda, and later at Carrieton, when the family moved there. Later when his father died in 1885, Alfred took over the business at Carrieton.³

On 13 September 1888, Alfred Schramm, now aged 31 years, married Florence Alice ROBINSON, aged 21 years, At St George Church, Gawler, South Australia.⁴

They had 4 Children of their marriage-
1551A11 Alfred Stanley SCHRAMM, born 4 March 1893 at Hyde Park.⁵
1551A12 Frederick (Robinson) SCHRAMM, born at Southwark on 21 February 1892.⁶
1551A13 Herbert Tapley SCHRAMM, born 29 July 1895 at North Adelaide.⁷
1551A14 Arthur Harold SCHRAMM, born on 25 May 1901 at Prospect.⁸

Alfred had by now moved to the Adelaide Metropolitan area, and became a Brewer in partnership with a Mr. Newing at Southwark Brewery. They produced a Beer known as "SCHRAMM'S OK HOP BEER".⁹

In 1894, Alfred was listed as a Manufacturer of North Adelaide, when he was a witness at the marriage of his cousin Mary Frances TAPLEY, daughter of John TAPLEY.¹⁰

By 1897 Alfred was in the Soap making business with premises at Holland Street Thebarton.¹¹

Alfred's soap business was later burnt out in a fire, and he was put out of business.¹²

During the World War 1, when there was a lot of animosity towards German families, Alfred along with many other German families changed their names to avoid persecution. Alfred changed his Surname from SCHRAMM to SEATON in about 1917. It is not known if all the children adopted this name or not.¹³

Alfred SEATON latterly lived at Unley, where he died in 1924.¹⁴

********------------********

REFERENCES-
1. Birth Certificate of Alfred SCHRAMM Ref 11/46
2. Memories of Kapunda, (1927) page 50
4. SA BDM Marriage Reference 156/773
5. Family Sources and BDM ref 454/440.
6. Family Sources and BDM Ref 496/277
7. Family Sources and BDM Ref 569/177
8. Family Sources and BDM Ref 677/397
10. Marriage Certificate of Mary Frances TAPLEY.
11. Memories of Kapunda Page 50, and SA PO Directory 1897/98
13. Family information sources.
14. Family information sources. and BDM Reference. 470?166

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BIRTH CERTIFICATE
No 413 of 1857 District of Adelaide
When Born...................... April 30 1857
Name......................... Alfred
Sex............................ Male
Father......................... Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM
Mother......................... Mary Jane SCHRAMM, formerly TAPLEY
Rank/Profession of Father.....Merchant
Residence of parents.........Unley.
Informant...................... Elizabeth SHARPE of Adelaide.
Date........................... 4 June 1857.
Registrar...................... John ..... 

MEMORIES OF KAPUNDA-
Page 46- J.F. SCHRAMM (Wheat Buyer) 1871-1879.
          SCHRAMM and Charles HARRIS, Hardware Store.
          "... Mr Schramm was a wheat buyer with a large store contiguous to our home (J.D.
          RENNER).
Page 50- " SCHRAMMS, Alf and Fred, went on from school to aid their father in
          business, with which was associated as large wheat store contiguous to my home. In after years
          Alfred was a Brewer about Adelaide. Taking on the making of Soap, he had the bad luck to be
          burnt out, and so he lost his business. Fred went to the West. He is Secretary of a Racing Club
          at Perth." written in 1926/27 by J.D. Renner, referring to his childhood years in Kapunda.

*******************************************************************************
**SPouse of Alfred Schramm.**

**Florence Alice Robinson (1867 - )**

Florence Alice Robinson was born on 9 April 1867, at Melrose in South Australia. Her Father was Benjamin Robinson, (1839-1875) a Brewer of Melrose, SA, and her mother was Sarah Jane Robinson, nee Williams.

She grew up at Melrose, and would have done her schooling in that town. The family were Methodist by Religion.

Florence Mary Robinson married Alfred Schramm in 1888, at the age of 21 years at Gawler.

They had 4 Children over the following years, all sons.
1. Alfred Stanley Schramm born 1890.
2. Frederick Schramm, born 1892.
3. Herbert Tapley Schramm, born 1895.

They were in the Adelaide Metropolitan area by 1894, when her husband was listed as manufacturer of North Adelaide, and later in 1897, he was a Soap maker of Thebarton.

They changed their surname to Seaton to avoid persecution in about 1917. Her Husband Alfred died in 1925 at Unley where they were living by this time.

It is not known when Florence Alice Seaton died.

-----------------------------------------------

**REFERENCES**

1. BISA and BDM reference 51/548
2. Marriage BDM Ref. 156/773
3. See Alfred Schramm
4. Ibid
5. Ibid.

-----------------------------------------------

B.I.S.A page 1370
ROBINSON, Benjamin
B. 1839
D. 21 December 1875. Buried Melrose, SA
Arr by 1867.
Occ. Brewer Res. Melrose, SA
Rel. Methodist
Married Sarah Jane Williams
Ch. Jas. Chas Benjamin --- Married 5 Aug 1880- Willochra
Florence Alice (1867 - S.A to Mary Lilla Jane
Mary Blanche (1869- JACKA, (father Wm John
John Fredk William (1871- JACKA, of a Brewery
Eliz. Maude (1873- Family)

**********************************************
CHILDREN OF Alfred and Florence Alice SCHRAMM/SEATON

1551A11 Alfred Stanley SCHRAMM (1890-)

Alfred Stanley SCHRAMM was born in South Australia in 1890, and was the son of Alfred SCHRAMM/SEATON (1857-1925), a Merchant, Manufacturer, and his mother was Florence Alice SCHRAMM, nee ROBINSON (1867-).\(^1\)

It is not known if he changed his surname to SEATON also in 1917 when his father changed the family name to SEATON from SCHRAMM to avoid persecution during World War 1.

No other details known.

REFERENCES
1. BDM Reference 454/440.
CHILDREN OF Alfred and Florence Alice SCHRAMM/SEATON

1551A12 Frederick Robinson SCHRAMM/SEATON (1892-

Frederick SCHRAMM was born in South Australia on 21 February 1892, at Southwark, South Australia, and was the son of Alfred SCHRAMM/SEATON (1857-1925), a Merchant, Manufacturer, and his mother was Florence Alice SCHRAMM, nee ROBINSON (1867- 1).

Frederick changed his surname to SEATON in 1917 when his father changed the family name to SEATON from SCHRAMM to avoid persecution during World War 1.

Frederick Robinson SEATON married in 1922, it is not know whom he married. 2

No other details known.

REFERENCES
1. BDM Reference 496/277
2. Marriage Ref 292/251 - 1922
CHILDREN OF Alfred and Florence Alice SCHRAMM/SEATON

1551A13 Herbert Tapley SCHRAMM/SEATON (1895-)

Herbert Tapley SCHRAMM was born in South Australia in 1895, and was the son of Alfred SCHRAMM/SEATON (1857-1925), a Merchant, Manufacturer, and his mother was Florence Alice SCHRAMM, nee ROBINSON (1867-1940).¹

The only one to include the TAPLEY name in his own, he also changed his surname to SEATON in 1917 when his father changed the family name to SEATON from SCHRAMM to avoid persecution during World War 1.

No other details known.

REFERENCES
1. BDM Reference 569/177
CHILDREN OF Alfred and Florence Alice SCHRAMM/SEATON

1551A14 Arthur Harold SCHRAMM/SEATON (1901-)

Arthur Harold SCHRAMM was born in South Australia in 1901, and was the son of Alfred SCHRAMM/SEATON (1857-1925), a Manufacturer, and his mother was Florence Alice SCHRAMM, nee ROBINSON (1867-. ¹

As he was only 16, it is likely that he also changed his surname to SEATON also in 1917 when his father changed the family name to SEATON from SCHRAMM to avoid persecution during World War 1.

No other details known.

************

REFERENCES

1. BDM Reference 677/397
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A2 MARIE LUISE SCHRAMM (1859-1933)

Marie Luise SCHRAMM was born in South Australia, probably at Unley, on 20 March 1859. Her father was Johan Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822-19885), Merchant, and her mother was Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY (1833-1913). ¹

She grew up mostly in country South Australia at Kapunda and Carrieton, where she would have done her schooling.

Marie Luise SCHRAMM married at the age of 19 years, on 5 March 1879, to William Edward BRICE, 28 years, a farmer of Coomooroo. The marriage was held in Her parents home at Eurelia, South Australia. ²

Marie Luise and William were to have eight children in the next few years-

1551A21 Hilda Marie BRICE, born 1879
1551A22. Ethel Ruby BRICE, born 1882. ³
1551A23. Alwyn Cyril Brice, born 1883. ⁴
1551A24 Frederick Royston BRICE, born 1884. ⁵
1551A25 Eric Clive BRICE, born 1888. ⁶
1551A26 Alec Leslie BRICE, born 1891. ⁷
1551A27. Emilie Una (Milly) BRICE, born 1893. ⁸
1551A28. Hubert Clifford BRICE, born 1895 ⁹

Some time between 1879 and 1885 they moved to New Parkside, and by 11 September 1885, were living at that address when her Father died at her home.¹⁰

They retired to Toorak, South Australia, where Marie Luise BRICE died on 30 May 1933 at the age of 74. ¹¹

***********************

REFERENCES -

1. BDM Reference 15/61
2. BDM Reference 118/1058 & BISA page 173
3. Family & BDM Ref 264/304
4. Family & BDM Ref 30/190
5. Family & BDM Ref 338/48
6. Family & BDM Ref 426/90
7. Family & BDM Ref 470/60
8. Family & BDM Ref 511/377
9. Family & BDM Ref 554/191
10. Death Certificate and Notable South Australians p279
11. BISA.
REFERENCES FOR MARIE LUISE SCHRAMM

Biographical Index of South Australians page 173
BRICE, Wm Ed.
b. c 1851
d. 15.7.1936     bd. Mitcham
occ. Farmer
res. Coomooroo, Toorak
m. 5.3.1879, SA
    Marie Luise
    b. 24.3.1859
    d. 30.5.1933
Ch.  Ethel Ruby ROBERTSON  (1882-1969)
    Eric Clive  (1888-WW1)
    Emilie Una  (1893-1970)
SPOUSE OF Marie Luise SCHRAMM

William Edward BRICE (1851 -1936)

William Edward Brice was born in South Australia on 29 May 1851. His parents names are not known. ¹

William became a Farmer by occupation and by 1879, was farming at Coomooroo, South Australia, near Orroroo.
He married in Orroroo, at the age of 28 years, on 5 March 1879, to Marie Luise Schramm, age 20 years, of Orroroo. ²

They continued to live at Coomooroo for a few years, but later moved to Adelaide, to New Parkside, where they were by 1885. ³

They were to have 8 children as follows-
1. Hilda Marie BRICE, born 1879.
2. Ethel Ruby BRICE, born 1881.
3. Alwyn Cyril BRICE, born 1883
4. Frederick Royston BRICE, born 1884
5. Eric Clive BRICE, born 1888
6. Alec Leslie BRICE, born 1891
7. Emilie Una (Milly) BRICE, born 1893
8. Hubert Clifford BRICE, born 1895. ⁴

They Retired to Toorak, where his wife Marie died on 30 May 1933. ⁵

William Edward BRICE died at Toorak on 15 July 1936, and was buried in the Mitcham Cemetery. ⁶

******************************
REFERENCES
1. BISA page 173 & BDM Ref 3/227
2. BISA page 173 & BDM Ref 118/1058
3. Death of J.F. SCHRAMM
4. See References for Marie Luise SCHRAMM
5. Death of Wife see BISA
6. BISA page173
CHILDREN OF William Edward and Marie Luise BRICE

1551A21 Hilda Marie BRICE (1979-)

Hilda Marie BRICE was born at Coomooroo, South Australia on 30 December 1879, where her father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) was a Farmer at Coomooroo. Her mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).¹

Hilda Marie BRICE, aged 25 years married on 20 April 1905 at her parents home at Victoria Park, South Australia. She married Leonard Charles Wheaton LEWIS, aged 25, the son of John George LEWIS.²

Nothing Further known

REFERENCES
1. SA BDM References
2. SA BDM References

1551A22 Ethel Ruby BRICE (1881-1969)

Ethel Ruby BRICE was born on 23 June 1881, probably at Coomooroo, South Australia, where her father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) was a Farmer at Coomooroo. Her mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).¹

Ethel Ruby BRICE married a Mr ROBERTSON after 1916²

It is not known whether they had any children.

Ethel ROBERSTON died in 1969.³

REFERENCES-
1. BDM Ref 264/304 & Family Information
2. BISA and Family info. Also Not in BDM Refs to 1916
3. Family Information
1551A23 Alwyn Cyril BRICE (1883-)

Alwyn Cyril BRICE was born on 7 March 1883, at Coomooroo, South Australia, where his father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) was a Farmer at Coomooroo. His mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).1

Alwyn Cyril BRICE, aged 32, married on 20 March 1916 to Edith Lily HILL, aged 37 at the Methodist Church, Kent Town, SA. Her father was Charles Samuel HILL. 2

No further information available.

REFERENCE
1. Family Info & BDM Ref 30/190
2. BDM Ref. 262/282

1551A24 Frederick Royston BRICE (1884-)

Frederick Royston BRICE was born on 7 October 1884, at Coomooroo, South Australia, where his father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) was a Farmer at Coomooroo. His mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).1

Frederick Royston BRICE married at the age of 27 year on 15 January 1912 at the Congregational Church, Hindmarsh to May ARNOL, 26 years, daughter of William ARNOLD. 2

No further information available.

REFERENCE
1. Family info and BISA. BDM Reference 338/48
2. SA BDM References 250/98
1551A25 Eric Clive BRICE (1888 - 1915)

Eric Clive BRICE was born on 22 September 1888, at Eurelia, South Australia. His father was William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) a Farmer. His mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).¹

Eric Clive BRICE, aged 26, married Ada PADDICK, 21 years, daughter of Joseph PADDICK, on 14 August 1915 at the Bride’s parents home at Blackwood.²

He was killed in World War I.³

REFERENCES-
1. Family Info and BDM Ref. 426/90
2. BDM Ref 264/454
3. Family Information.

1551A26 Alec Leslie BRICE (1890 - )

Alec L. BRICE was born on 27 November 1890, at Hyde Park, South Australia. His father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) was a Farmer. His mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).¹

Alec BRICE became an architect by Occupation.²

He married, at the age of 22 years, at the Baptist Church, Norwood, to Stella McLEAN, 26 years, daughter of George Archibald McLEAN. They had at least one son -

1551A251 Ward BRICE.³

REFERENCES-
1. Family information and BDM Ref 470/60
2. Family Information
3. Family Information and SA BDM ref 255/800
Emily Una Ruby BRICE was born on 17 November 1892, at Victoria Park, South Australia, where her father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) lived. Her mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933). It appears that Emily never married, as she died in 1970, at the age of 78 years.

REFERENCES-
1. Family Information and BDM Ref 511/377
2. Family Information.

Hubert Clifford BRICE was born on 2 December 1894, at Victoria Park, South Australia, where his father William Edward BRICE (1851-1936) lived. Her mother was Marie Luise BRICE, nee SCHRAMM (1859-1933).

Hubert Clifford BRICE, aged 20 years, married on 16 June 1915 at the Residence of the Rev D McNICOL at Malvern, to Mabel Elizabeth SULZMANN, aged 22, daughter of Johannes Richard SALZMANN.

REFERENCES-
1. BDM Ref 554/191 and Family Information.
2. BDM Ref 263/778
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A3 John Frederick SCHRAMM (1860 - 1928)

John Frederick SCHRAMM, commonly known as Fred, was born in South Australia on 3 December 1960. His Father was Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822-1885), a merchant, and his mother was Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY (1833-1913).¹

Fred grew up mainly at Kapunda, where his father had a Wheat Buying business. While at Kapunda, Fred and his older brother Alf, formed a friendship with J.D. RENNER, the son of Dr. RENNER on South Terrace, Kapunda. After he left School, he joined his father in the family business at Kapunda, and later at Orroroo.²

Fred later went to Perth in Western Australia, and established himself there. He became the Secretary of a Racing Club in Perth.³

Fred married Amy LOCHRAM, and they had three Children-

1551A31 Howard SCHRAMM
1551A32 Alma SCHRAMM.
1551A33 Rita SCHRAMM.⁴

Fred's wife Amy died on 21 March 1928.⁵

John Frederick (Fred) SCHRAMM died at the age of 67 years on 26 September 1928 in Western Australia.⁶

***********************

REFERENCES-
1. BDM Reference 22/330
2. Memories of Kapunda, page 50
3. Memories of Kapunda.
4. Family information (From a Family Reunion)
5. Family Information. " " "
6. Family Information " " "
Spouse of John Frederick(Fred) SCHRAMM

Amy LOCHRAM (18 - 1928)

No further details are known of Amy and her family.
Children of John Frederick and Amy SCHRAMM

1551A31 Howard SCHRAMM

No other details known.

1551A32 Alma SCHRAMM

No further details known.

1551A33 Rita SCHRAMM

Rita, was to marry an Arthur SIBLY.¹

No other details known.

REFERENCE-

1. Family information from a Family Reunion.
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A4 Alice Jane SCHRAMM (1863)

Alice Jane SCHRAMM, was born on 31 May 1863. Her father was Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822-1885), a Merchant, and her mother was Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY (1833-1913).¹

Alice SCHRAMM did not live very long but died an infant later the same year.²

REFERENCES-

1. Family Information and BISA and BDM ref 29/142
2. Family Information.
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A5 Emilie SCHRAMM (1865 - 1927)

Emilie SCHRAMM, was born at Kapunda, South Australia on 26 April 1865. Her father was Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822-1885), a merchant, and her mother was Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY (1833-1913).¹

Emilie grew up first at Kapunda, where her father had a Wheat Buying business, and later at Orroroo.²

When her father moved to Adelaide shortly before his death in 1885, Emilie would have moved there also with the family.³

Emilie SCHRAMM, married at the age of 33 years on 17 October 1898, to Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK, 31 years at the Presbyterian Church in Flinders Street, Adelaide, South Australia.⁴

They were to have two children -

1551A51. George Goldie McKITTRICK, born 1903.⁵

1551A52. Emily Marion McKITTRICK, born 1905.⁶

Emilie McKITTRICK, nee SCHRAMM, died at Glenelg, S. Australia on 24 January 1927 in her 62nd year. She is buried in the West Terrace Cemetery.⁷

*********************
REFERENCES-

1. BDM Reference 35/261 and BISA
2. See life of J.F. SCHRAMM
3. Death of J.F. SCHRAMM.
4. BISA & BDM ref. 197/217
5. BDM ref. 712/110 & BISA
6. BDM ref. 756/463 & BISA
7. BISA and WTC Gravestone Inscription
REFERENCES FOR EMILIE SCHRAMM

BURIALS West Terrace Cemetery  
Rd Area 3-4 Row 3W

McKITTRICK
Jessie d. 1-3-1902 age 70
William Letham d 26-7-1910 Age 82  H.O.A.
Emilie SCHRAMM  b. Kapunda 26-4-1865  d. Glenelg 24-1-1927
Horatio Goldie d. 13-2-1951 age 84.

******************************
Spouse of Emilie SCHRAMM

Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK (1867 - 1951)

Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK was born in about 1867, probably in Scotland. His father was William Letham McKITTRICK (1829 - 1910), and his mother was Jessie McKITTRICK, nee GOLDIE (1832 - 1902). ¹

In 1897 Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK was Secretary of the South Australia Caledonian Society, located in Hunters Chambers, at 70 Grenfell Street, Adelaide. His private address at the time was Oxford Terrace, New Parkside. ²

In 1898, Horatio married at the age of 31 years to Emilie SCHRAMM, 33 years. ³

They had two children in the ensuing years-
1. George Goldie McKITTRICK, born 1903
2. Emily Marion McKITTRICK, born 1905.⁴

By 1927, the family were living at Glenelg, where his wife Emilie died on 24 January.⁵

It seems likely that his daughter Emily continued to live at home and care for her father, as in 1940, Emily was listed as living at 9 Hastings Street, Glenelg.⁶

Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK died on 13 February 1951, at the age of 84 years, and was buried with his wife and parents in West Terrace Cemetery.⁷

REFERENCES-
1. BISA page 1076
2. S.A. Post Office Directory - 1897
3. BISA and BDM Ref. 197/217
4. BISA and BDM Refs 712/110 & 756/463
5. Gravestone Inscription & BISA
6. Family Information.
7. Gravestone Inscription and BISA
McKITTTRICK FAMILY REFERENCES

Biographical Index of South Australians

Page 1076

McKITTTRICK, Horatio Goldie
par. Wm Letham & Jessie nee GOLDIE
B. 1867
D. 13-2-1951 Bd. W.T.C
M. Emilie nee SCHRAMM
   b. 26.4.1865 Kapunda S.A
d. 24.1.1927 Glenelg S.A.

McKITTTRICK, Wm Letham
b. c. 1829
d. 27.7.1910 bd. W.T.C.
m. 31.12. 1850
   Jessie nee GOLDIE
   par. John
   b. c.1832 Kilmarnock, Ayr, Scot.
d. 3.3.1902 Adelaide, S.A.
   ch. Horatio Goldie (1867-1951)

WTC BURIALS - See under references for Emilie SCHRAMM
Children of Emilie and Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK

1551A51 George Goldie McKITTRICK

George Goldie McKITTRICK, was born on 6 May 1903, in Adelaide, South Australia. ¹
No further details are known of him.

References-
1. BDM Ref. 712/110

1551A52 Emily Marion McKITTRICK

Emily Marion McKITTRICK was born in Parkside, South Australia on 14 November 1905. ¹

It seems likely that Emily Marion lived at home and looked after her father after her mother’s death in 1927 at Glenelg, as in 1940, Emily McKITTRICK was listed as living at 9 Hastings Street Glenelg. In this reference she was listed though as Emilie Millicent McKITTRICK. ²

In 1940, Emily joined the Australian Army Nursing Corps and served some time overseas. ³

Her father died in 1951, probably at Glenelg. ⁴

References -
1. BDM Ref. 756/463
2. Family Information on a data sheet- “The Tapleys of South Australia”
3. Ibid.
4. See Horatio Goldie McKITTRICK.

References -
1. Family information from a Family Reunion.
CHILDREN OF MARY JANE AND JOHANN FRIEDRICH SCHRAMM

1551A6 Carl Herman SCHRAMM (1871 - 1890)

Carl Herman SCHRAMM was born on 11 March 1871 at Orroroo, South Australia. His father was Johann Friedrich SCHRAMM (1822 -1885), a merchant, and his mother was Mary Jane SCHRAMM, nee TAPLEY (1833-1913).¹

Carl attended the Hahndorf Academy for part of his schooling. ²

Carl Herman SCHRAMM was Killed accidentally at Orroroo on 28 January 1890 at the age of 19 years. ³

REFERENCES-

1. BDM ref 93/455 and Family info
2. Family Information
3. BDM Ref. 183/377 and Family info